
 

Researchers can now place single ions into
solids
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Schematic representation of the ion trap (left) as the source of an ion beam to
write a specific array of color centers into a crystal (right). Credit: QUANTUM,
Institute of Physics, JGU

Modern electronics is based on doped semiconductors. To synthesize
electronic components, dopant atoms such as aluminum or phosphorus
are embedded into crystals of ultrapure silicon. This allows for tailoring
semiconductor conductivity according to the desired application. In
modern electronic computer processors, miniaturized to just a few
nanometers, only less than ten dopant atoms are relevant for the
functionality. Quantum components, which are used for novel quantum
computers or quantum simulators, will go even one step further in that
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they require an array with only single dopant atoms in a high-purity
crystal.

Physicists at Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz (JGU) led by
Professor Ferdinand Schmidt-Kaler now have developed a method to
implant precise numbers of individual dopant ions into a solid crystal.
Their technique implants the rare earth element praseodymium into an
yttrium-aluminum garnet crystal. These crystals were subsequently
examined under a high-resolution confocal microscope in collaboration
with a team of researchers headed by Professor Jörg Wrachtrup at the
University of Stuttgart. They determined a positioning accuracy of 35
nanometers. In principle, this accuracy is already sufficient to implant
arrays of dopant ions into components for future quantum processors.

The research results were published as a highlight in the current volume
of the international journal Physical Review Letters and represent an
important innovation with a wide potential for applications, as the
method can be extended to other crystals and dopant atoms.

  More information: Karin Groot-Berning et al. Deterministic Single-
Ion Implantation of Rare-Earth Ions for Nanometer-Resolution Color-
Center Generation, Physical Review Letters (2019). DOI:
10.1103/PhysRevLett.123.106802
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